I

How many riders are usually on a dressage team?

DR104

True or False: At Championships you are
permitted to carry a whip during the
dressage test.

DR116.3

Are dressage teams allowed to have Stable
Managers?

DR104

What are the two sizes of dressage arenas?

DR114

Where does the judge sit?

DR115

Name one of the two things you are judged on in
a musical freestyle

DR121.1.a

True or False: You must give the judge a copy of
your movements before the musical freestyle

DR121.1.a

What is the size of a standard dressage ring in
meters?

DR114

True or False: dummy spurs are permitted in
dressage.

DR116.11

Name one bit that is allowed in Dressage

DR117 (pg6)

Why aren't hackamores permitted in dressage?

DR117.2

What is the best score you could get on a
movement, it means 'excellent'?

DR118.7

What happens after a rider has made three (3)
errors on course?

DR119.e

How long can a horse resist before they are
eliminated?

DR119.k

What is the distance in meters from A to C in a
small dressage ring?

Appendix 1

What is the maximum length a whip may be in
dressage? In inches.

DR116.3

In a standard dressage ring, what is the distance
in meters from B to E?

Appendix 1

What is the maximum length the shank of a spur may
be? In inches.

DR116.11

Is a slow-twist type bit permitted in dressage?

DR 117.2 p6

True or false: A rider may choose to not take a
hand off the reins to salute the judge.

137.4.c
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What is the name of the group of marks that
judge gaits, impulsion, submission and riders
position?

DR118.8

On the scale of marks, which number means
'sufficient'?

DR118.7

At what letter do you enter the dressage ring?

DR118.h

What letter is in the middle of the ring?

Appendix 1

How do you know you can begin your dressage test?

DR118.k

Which movement crosses the
diagonal?
FXH
AXC
AKE

Appendix 1

Is braiding mandatory at first level and above?

DR117.12

Is your horse permitted to wear bell boots during the
test?

DR117.6

You decide to just use bell boots during warm up. Are
you allowed?

DR117.7

Who may use a standing Martingale?

DR117.8

Who may use a breast plate?

DR117.6

What rating levels may wear a safety vest during a
dressage test?

DR116.6

True or False: Twisted double snaffles are not
permitted, but slow twist snaffles are.

DR117.2
(grey box)

When are horse leg bandages permitted in Dressage?

DR117.6

Name two causes for elimination in a dressage test

DR119

Jackets have been waived because it's so hot. What
color shirt must you wear?

DR116.8

You just made your second error of course. How
many points do you have?

DR137.2

What is the penalty for exceeding the time limit in a
dressage test?

DR118.11

Musicals are limited to --minutes.

DR140.2.a

In a musical freestyle, you have
seconds to
begin the test after the music begins or risk
elimination.

DR140.2.f

Errors of course are added or subtracted from your
riding marks?

DR137.5

What is the penalty for not giving copies of the
movements may be given to the judge before the

Dr140.1.c
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I

musical is performed?
2012Championship
Newsletter

At Championships, riders will ride tests:
1 and 2
1 and 3
2 and 4

_________________________
What is the penalty for entering the dressage ring
49 seconds after the judge has rung the bell?

DR119.h

From A in a small dressage arena, what is the order
of letters on the center line?

Appendix 1

What is the point deduction for using your voice in the
dressage ring?

Trixie gets bucked off after finishing saluting the
judge at X at the end of her test. Her horse stands
next to her and starts to graze. What is the penalty
for this fall?
Which is not mandatory (or compulsory)in a
musical freestyle?
A.
Music
B.
A copy of the program submitted in
advance to the judge
C.
A halt/salute anywhere on the center
line
D.
It be performed in a standard
dressage arena

When does your dressage test begin (except in the
freestyle)?

DR118.h

DR121

DR118.h

The maximum time allowed in a musical
freestyle:
A.
B.
c.
D.

3 minutes
4 minutes
5 minutes
No time limit

DR121.c
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You are riding your test and have committed your
third error of course by forgetting to ride a
serpentine. What is the penalty for this error?
A.
2 points (for a total of 6 points)
B.
6 points (for a total of 10 points)
c.
Elimination
D.
Disqualification

DR119.e

When you ride a 20 meter circle at A in a small
dressage arena, what letters should you travel
near or pass through?
A.
ABCE,
B.
AKXF
ADXG
c.
D.
AKEH

Appendix 1

Which is not found in the
collective marks?
A.
Gaits
B.
Impulsion
c.
Accuracy
D.
Submission

DR118.8

During a musical freestyle, how much time do you
have to enter the ring after the music starts?
A.
Immediately, B.
20 seconds
c.
45 seconds,
D.
60 seconds

DR121.f

In the scale of marks, a 6
means:
A.
Satisfactory
Fairly good
B.
c.
Sufficient
D.
Good

DR118.7

What is the point deduction for using your
voice in the dressage ring?
A.
At least 2 points
B.
At least 4 points
A zero for that movement
c.
D.
No deduction
The group of marks awarded for overall
performance are called:
A.
Total Marks
B.
Final Marks
C.
Collective Marks
D.
Artistic Impression

_

DR118.3

DR118.8

DR137.6.a
At which mark is a movement considered to
have been performed sufficiently?
Insufficiently?
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